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view in all directions and gloated over the freedom from cairn and 
sardine tin. Further to the N.W. the watershed ridge rose easily to a 
peak of over 18,000 feet which would give us a better view of an 
intriguing peak still further to the North and which appeared to be 
the biggest in the neighbourhood. The whole area was so immediately 
attractive that the next and obvious move was to get a camp estab 
lished on the col.

By the time we had returned to Camp 2, the lads had already 
dismantled the tents and soon we set out again for the col, now with 
loads and the full blaze of the late morning sun, over the route up 
which we had strolled so easily at 7 a.m. Once again, we found the 
work of carrying very trying, but Camp 3 was duly installed on the col 
in as superb a spot as one could wish and in splendidly settled 
conditions.

Next day, the 18,000 ft. top on the ridge to the N.W. of the col 
turned out to be well above the 18,058 point immediately above 
Camp 2 perhaps as much as 500 feet above and a fine viewpoint 
from which we had ample time and perfect conditions for all the 
observations we had the wit to make and for the lads to build a fine 
line in cairns. What we saw confirmed that the large and intriguing 
mountain to the north was indeed the biggest thing thereabouts, and 
suggested that a good approach would be by the glacier to the east 
of the watershed. At least one further camp would be needed, perhaps 
two, and the ascent and return to Base Camp might take a full week. 
We should need more food for a siege of this duration, and so oppres 
sed were we by the heat and glare of the sun on the glacier that most 
of the party siezed the opportunity to go down to Base, leaving 
Emile and Wangyal in Camp 3.

The return to Base made a long march but was done in one, and 
we were back among the fleshpots before dark. Our start back was 
delayed by a fairly steady rain which let up by early afternoon leaving 
it still mercifully cool for the long haul back to Camp 1. A fine 
morning saw us off to an early start up the glacier by what had now 
become a well-trodden track and we reached Camp 3 by 9.30. For the 
last few hundred feet we were inspired by the sight, high up, of Emile 
and Wangyal on the fine and steep snow-and-ice ridge of a 19,000 ft. 
peak immediately to the South of the col. Much later, they returned 
well pleased with a splendid climb in which they had traversed their 
peak, enjoyed some delicate rock climbing at the top, and had fine 
views to the south and south-east over yet more unmapped glaciers 
and peaks. Camp 3 itself was quite a sight, the storm which had 
brought rain to Base Camp having plastered everything with fresh
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snow and ice, but Emile reported that he and Wangyal had been very 
snug in their tent.

This was to be the weather's last fling, for we had uninterrupted 
fine conditions from then on, and it was a brilliant morning as we 
struck camp, left some supplies to be collected on our way back, 
and set out across the unmapped glacier to the east of the col, taking 
a more or less northerly course. First we had to descend several 
hundred feet in a north-easterly direction to get round an area of ice- 
cliffs and crevasses, and then began a long and exhausting trudge 
upwards. The snow was good and firm and the going was excellent, 
but the aspect of the glacier took in the full radiation of the morning 
sun so we spent an inordinate amount of time admiring the superb 
views and resting our loads, and it was not until one o'clock that we 
reached a reasonably level place on the glacier near to the prominent 
S.E. ridge of our objective and pitched Camp 4 at about 18,000 ft.

Once again, I found treading a level platform, pitching the tent, 
and associated chores far more exhausting than the march up the 
glacier, and once again I quickly retired to sleep off a violent headache, 
and only came to as Hamish and Emile returned from a reconnais 
sance which they had made to work out a route for the morrow. They 
had made a good line of steps up a tongue of the glacier and then 
picked out a tolerable way through the maze of shattered rock to the 
crest of the ridge, perhaps 500 feet above camp.

The structure of the mountain, as seen from this aspect, was 
quite imposing. It presented an extensive face, the undoubted top 
being away to the left or westward end, and the whole of this part of 
the face was heavily iced with a very steep glacier plunging down 
towards us for more than 2,000 feet. Further to the right, the icing 
abruptly gave way to an extensive face of broken rock picked out with 
occasional patches of snow. The ridge arched up from a very high 
col to a secondary and rocky top not much below the main summit, 
before sweeping down towards the south-east to glacier level in a long 
and shattered crest. Fairly high on this ridge was a more substantial 
snow patch near to a shoulder of reddish rock, and Hamish and 
Emile's reconnaissance suggested that this might be a possible site for 
a final camp.

Over supper that evening we worked out a plan for Emile and 
Da Temba to start early for a direct attempt on the summit from 
Camp 4, and for Hamish, Margaret and I to make Camp 5 at about 
19,000 feet for an attempt the following day. To keep us reasonably 
fresh for the attempt, Dorje, Sonam and Wangyal were to carry the 
tent and supplies to Camp 5 and then return so that we three should
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travel light. Next morning, all went as planned, though Emile and 
Da Temba were not so early away as Emile had hoped and the sun 
was stealing into camp before they were up to the rocks.

Half an hour later the rest of us set out, the three laden lads on 
one rope, and Hamish leading the other with Margaret in the middle 
and myself bringing up the rear. All went well and easily so long as 
we kept a very deliberate gait, and soon we were picking our way 
through an astonishing jumble of broken rocks of enormous 
dimensions. The chief technical problem was that of route finding 
through the maze, but here and there a short slab would give a brief 
spell of more conventional mountaineering. The lads, laden as they 
were, romped away from us but stayed within call once again we 
were impressed by their skill and poise on difficult ground and were 
able to give an occasional rope-end when gasping lungs called for it. 
At about 11.30 we came out on to the crest of the ridge, to look into 
a fine new glacier-filled corrie on the far side, but some tune earlier 
Hamish, feeling the effect of the altitude, had asked me to take over 
the lead, and he did not seem to respond as he might to the prospect 
before us.

Once on the ridge, the going was much more straightforward 
with only an occasional small gendarme to provide any kind of 
technical problem. By now we must have been around 19,000 feet, 
and our gait slowed still further, but in contrast to Hamish's depres 
sion I had a curious and delightful feeling of exhilaration as though 
all difficulties were now over and we were masters of the situation. 
From her remarks, I gathered that Margaret's emotions, as befitted 
her position on the rope, were somewhere between Hamish's and mine. 
A little after 1 p.m. we arrived at the snow patch above the reddish 
shoulder, found it a fine place indeed for a camp, and dumped our 
loads with relief. Thought moves sluggishly at that height (for me, 
at any rate) and we sat for some time in the warm sunshine, taking in 
very gradually the array of peaks, ridges and glaciers spread in front 
of us. Looking back, I suppose that I must have been totally insensi 
tive to Hamish's condition which was not at all characteristic of his 
vigorous self. Maybe half an hour was spent thus musing and 
inactive, when we saw Emile and Da Temba descending the ridge 
above us. They had traversed the south face of the mountain towards 
the apparent summit and had climbed perhaps 1,000 feet above our 
position, but turned back when Da Tamba was taken sick. The 
large dimensions and formidable snow and ice problems remaining 
became apparent, and it was clear that the summit could not be 
attained that day. The final approach to the summit would involve 
the traverse of a very long, heavily corniced ridge with very steep
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flanks on both sides and the prospect had been daunting. My own 
exhilaration on the lower ridge evaporated at the news as rapidly 
and thoroughly as the sweat of the ascent, and without debate we all 
accepted defeat. Our only thought now was to get down as quickly 
as possible not that there was any reason for anxiety, for our position 
was good and the weather as fair as one could wish. In our haste to 
get down we made quite inadequate observations, and set off with 
only a brief and barely reluctant gaze at the summit, so near yet so 
firmly beyond our reach, in no mood to enjoy a very glorious 
prospect.

Uncharacteristically, Hamish chose the middle of the rope and 
made very heavy weather of what was, by any standards, very easy 
going. His balance was poor and he seemed to lack confidence, and 
then, about half-an-hour down, he lost consciousness while climbing 
laboriously down a short and easy slab. With Margaret's help I 
lowered him to the foot of the pitch and in five or ten minutes he 
began to recover the use of his limbs and he had to be helped down 
to camp. By the time he was back on the glacier he was walking 
fairly freely and after supper he seemed to have fully recovered and 
retired to spend a good night. But early next morning he was shaken 
by convulsions and lapsed into a coma from which he did not recover. 
Our limited medical knowledge was all too inadequate for the 
situation and we felt dreadfully helpless. We could not believe that 
he was no longer alive and our only thought was to get him back to 
Base Camp as quickly as possible, but it was Da Temba who took 
the initiative and turned one of the tents into an improvised sledge. 
The return journey was arduous and we were very tired by the time 
we reached the moraine, 1,500 feet above Base Camp. We made very 
slow progress down the moraine, and when, some two hours after 
sunset, it was clear that Hamish was no longer of this world we called 
a halt for the night. Next morning we prepared a grave near the foot 
of the moraine and paid our last respects to our leader to whose 
initiative the expedition owed its existence and whose example we 
had been proud to follow. It seemed as if there was a touch of 
autumn in the air as a sad and depleted party dismantled Base Camp 
and started back down the Thirot Nala for the Chandra and home  
or was it merely in our hearts ?

With our hopes and aspirations so tragically terminated it is 
difficult to look back with detachment on our achievements, but a 
word or two on the charms of Western Lahul may be welcome to 
those who would taste the delights of Himalayan travel yet do not 
yearn for the giants of Sikkim or Nepal. We found an area of singular 
beauty, graced by excellent weather at a time when most of the
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Himalayas are in the grip of the monsoon, and with any number of 
virgin peaks of widely differing character and order of difficulty. 
Our approach by the Thirot Nala gives access to an extensive glacier 
system, otherwise cut off by the Inner Line from non-Indians, which 
would repay a much longer siege than we could afford, and the march 
from Manali combines most satisfyingly the necessary amount of 
physical exercise with many delights of a less athletic nature.
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